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PEDIATRICS 

NRS 213 

2021-2022 

 

Number of Credits: 3 

Contact Hours:  30 hours (2 BCH) Theory & 45 hours (1.5 BCH) clinical 

Meeting Times: Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 7:00 am-12:00 pm (*Includes Clinical Sessions Ref. 

Class and Clinical Schedules) 

Instructor: Jennifer Wheeler MSN, Ed, RN 

Contact Phone: 517.262.4979 (Please use cell first for emergencies* texting is acceptable*) 

Contact Email: WheelerJennifeA@jccmi.edu  

Online Office Hours: Go to Meeting by appointment only 

Notes: Instructor checks email frequently, please use first for all communication. If no answer within 24-48 

hours try again. If no answer, may contact by phone.  

 

Course Description 

NRS 213 This course explores Family-Centered Care (FCC) concepts according to theories of growth and 
development to provide culturally responsive, safe, quality care utilizing clinical reasoning in the practice of 
primary preventative, acute, and chronic nursing care of the pediatric patient population. Digital 
documentation techniques along with clinical experiences designed to reinforce the application of theory, 
practice standards, and current research are included in both the acute care and community settings.  

Prerequisite(s) 

• Nursing Fundamentals | Nursing Skills Lab (NRS 120, 111) 

• Health Assessment (NRS 119) 

• Pharmacology (NRS 116) 
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• Pathophysiology I and II (NRS 217 & 218) 

• Medical Surgical Nursing 1 (NRS 210) 

• Women and Neonate Concepts (NRS 211)  

 

Lecture Schedule (*See Supplement Documents on JetNet for Detail) 

 

WEEK TOPIC | SCHEDULED EXAM 

1 

UNIT I 

NURSE ROLE IN PEDIATRIC HEALTHCARE, THEORY & 

HEALTH PROMOTION THROUGH DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 

*Bring Electronic Device * 

2 

UNIT II 

PEDIATRIC CARE SETTINGS/ASSESSMENT & GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS, 

NEUROLOGIC AND COGNITIVE ALTERATIONS 

*Bring Electronic Device * |Unit I Exam 

3 

UNIT III 

CARDIOPULMONARY, HEMATOLOGIC, GU SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT & ALTERATIONS 

*Bring Electronic Device * |Unit II Exam 

4 

UNIT IV 

FLUID & ELECTROLYTE, INFECTIOUS DISEASE, IMMUNOLOGIC, 

MUSCULOSKELETAL, GASTROINTESTINAL ALTERATIONS AND ENDOCRINE 

DISORDERS 

5 *Bring Electronic Device* | UNIT IV Exam | Kaplan Comprehensive Final  
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Program Learning Outcomes (Second Level | Third Semester) 

 

Program Learning Outcomes Level Learning Outcome Student Learning Outcome 

Upon successful completion of 
the program, the graduate will: 

Upon successful completion 
of the level, the student will: 

Upon successful completion of 
the course, the student will:  

Human Flourishing 

Advocate for culturally diverse 
clients, families, significant others, 
and members of the healthcare 
team in ways that promote self-
determination, integrity, and 
ongoing growth as human beings 
to reach their maximum potential 
in various healthcare 
environments throughout the 
lifespan. 

Human Flourishing 

Advocate for culturally diverse 
clients and families through the 
provision of evidence-based 
care for varied client 
populations in ways that 
promote self-determination, 
integrity and ongoing growth. 

Human Flourishing 

Provide culturally responsive care 
that is client-centered and reflects 
the understanding of human 
growth and development and 
pathophysiology associated with 
pediatric populations in various 
community settings. 

Nursing Judgment 

a. Make judgments in practice, 
substantiated with evidence, 
that integrate nursing science 
into the provision of safe and 
quality care that promotes the 
health of clients throughout 
the lifespan. 

b. Demonstrate competency in 
nursing health care 
technology and informatics to 
communicate, manage 
knowledge, mitigate error, and 
support organizational 
reimbursement.  

Nursing Judgment 

Using the nursing process and 
evidence-based practice, 
prioritizes and provides safe, 
quality client-centered care for 
varied client populations. 

Nursing Judgment 

a. Utilize the nursing process 
and evidence-based practice 
to prioritize and provide safe, 
quality family centered care 
for the pediatric population. 

b. Apply informatics and 
healthcare technologies in 
the care of the pediatric 
client. 

 

Professional Identity 

Implement one’s role as a nurse 
in ways that reflect integrity, 
responsibility, legal and ethical 
practices, and an evolving identity 
as a nurse committed to 
evidence-based practice, caring, 
advocacy and safe quality care for 
culturally diverse clients 
throughout the lifespan. 

Professional Identity 

Demonstrate legal, ethical and 
practice standards in the care 
of varied client populations and 
advancing one’s professional 
identity. 

Professional Identity 

Demonstrate professional 
behavior in collaboration with the 
health care team providing legal 
and ethical care to the pediatric 
client and family. 
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Program Learning Outcomes Level Learning Outcome Student Learning Outcome 

Spirit of Inquiry 

Evaluate evidence that underlies 
clinical nursing practice to 
challenge the status quo, question 
underlying assumptions, and offer 
new insights to improve the 
quality of care for clients 
throughout the lifespan. 

Spirit of Inquiry 

Apply evidence-based practice 
standards to guide care of 
varied client populations. 

Spirit of Inquiry 

Discuss the components of 
evidence-based practice and 
quality improvement initiatives in 
collaboration with the inter-
professional healthcare team to 
provide care to pediatric clients 
and families. 

Student Learning Outcomes (Second Level | Third Semester) 

 

Student Learning Outcomes Behavioral Competencies 

Upon successful completion of the 
program, the graduate will: 

 

Human Flourishing 

Provide culturally responsive care 
that is client-centered and reflects 
the understanding of human growth 
and development and 
pathophysiology associated with 
pediatric populations in various 
community settings. 

Human Flourishing 

Execute knowledge of growth and development while providing 
culturally responsive family-centered care to children from birth 
through adolescence to achieve optimal health and socialization 
milestones. 

Nursing Judgment 

Utilize the nursing process and 

evidence-based practice to prioritize 

and provide safe, quality family 

centered care for the pediatric 

population. 

Apply informatics and healthcare 
technologies in the care of the 
pediatric client. 

Nursing Judgment 

Use clinical reasoning to implement the nursing process 
according to human growth and development theories.  

 

 

Utilize national health and wellness initiatives to implement 
community projects in a variety of pediatric settings. 

Utilize professional communication techniques in verbal, written, 
and electronic formats. 

Professional Identity 

Demonstrate professional behavior 
in collaboration with the health care 
team providing legal and ethical care 
to the pediatric client and family. 

 

 

Professional Identity 

Demonstrate knowledge of pathophysiological processes as a 
foundation for nursing practice. 
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Student Learning Outcomes Behavioral Competencies 

Spirit of Inquiry 

Discuss the components of 
evidence-based practice and quality 
improvement initiatives in 
collaboration with the inter-
professional healthcare team to 
provide care to pediatric clients and 
families. 

Spirit of Inquiry 

Discuss clinical nursing research questions as the basis for 
identification of reliable/valid research findings when providing 
evidence-based family centered care of children. 

 

Textbook 

(1) Elsevier Textbook: ISBN 978-0-323-40170-8 

McKinney, E., James, S., Murray, S., Nelson, K., & Ashwill, J. (2018). Maternal -Child Nursing Fifth Edition. 
Elsevier. 

• Hardcover Textbook  

• This text (or material) is available in a digital format from https://evolve.elsevier.com/ and may be 
purchased from the JC Bookstore.  
*Already purchased for NRS 211 as a required textbook*  

(2) Top Hat: This material is only available in digital format 

• Top Hat Classroom - One Semester Access (4 month) *must be purchased first to establish  

            an account: ISBN: 9780986615108  

• Pediatrics, Wheeler | Online Lecture Study Guide: www.tophat.com 

            ISBN - 9781773301457 (*Specific to Pediatric Course Section)  

• Course Join Code: *Instructor will provide by email* 

You can contact Top Hat directly by email (support@tophat.com), click the Contact Support button on this 
page, or call at 1-888-663-5491 9am-9pm EST. 

 

(3) SimChart [Elsevier]: This material is only available in digital format 

Refer to Elsevier’s home page, access SimChart using ID/Password to electronic health record (EHR) 
program established in Health Assessment. (Review Orientation Video) https://evolve.elsevier.com/ 

 

(4) Shadow Health: (2021). Digital Clinical Experience (Version 4.0) [Software].  

Available from http://www.shadowhealth.com (Online Only: Product Pin provided by Instructor) 

 

Digital Format: These text resources are available in a digital format to rent or purchase through the JC 
Bookstore.  Please see the links posted on your class JetNet site. *Top Hat is not available as a rental 
option.   

https://evolve.elsevier.com/
http://www.tophat.com/
mailto:support@tophat.com
https://evolve.elsevier.com/
http://www.shadowhealth.com/
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Learn new textbook program at JC  

For account billing questions, please contact the Jackson College Cashier at jccashier@jccmi.edu 

Please note, your opt out selection is for your entire semester schedule. You cannot opt out/opt into 
individual courses. And you must opt out by the due date of your first class, which is the 3rd day after the 
start of your earliest course.         

Student Evaluation Criteria 

Students must achieve a 78% average on all exams and the Kaplan Integrated Exam (worth 88% of 
course grade), complete Top Hat participation (worth 10% of course grade), weekly class participation 
activities (worth 2% of course grade) and achieve a Satisfactory clinical evaluation to earn 100% this 
course.  

Students must score an average of 78% on all exams combined to be eligible to receive the remaining 
points for Top Hat and other activities. All students earning less than 78% on an exam are encouraged to 
make an appointment with the faculty no later than one day before the administration of the next scheduled 
exam. (Exam review is by appointment only). 

Course Exams Unit I through IV are worth 85% of the course total examination score. The Kaplan Pediatric 
Integrated Comprehensive Exam is worth 3% of the course total examination score. All exams combined 
equal the 88% course grade. 

Top Hat Pediatrics Unit/Chapter participation must be completed prior to the administration of each week’s 
exam. All information is open for review after the participation due date. 

Each student must score an overall 78% participation score in Top Hat by all weekly assigned due dates to 
receive earned credit for this activity. No exceptions. 100% participation = 100 points = full 10%, 78% 
participation = 78 points = 7.8% and so on…Failure to complete = up to a 10% reduction in the overall 
course grade.   

Failure to achieve at least 78% participation within the Pediatrics electronic Top Hat study guide will result 
in zero points earned and a loss of 10% of the overall grade in the course.  

 

Evaluation Method  Type 

Unit Exams Units I – IV  

Kaplan Integrated Exam Comprehensive Final Exam  

Top Hat Pediatrics Study Guide | Weekly Lecture Review, Practice Questions 

Shadow Health  Digital Clinical Experiences (Class Participation/Clinical)  

SimChart Digital Clinical EHR Experiences (Class Participation/Clinical) 

Other (Weekly Participation 

Activities | In-Class) 

As Assigned | See the Nursing Handbook for evaluation 

behaviors based on the Code of Nursing.   

 

https://www.jccmi.edu/bookstore/textbook-program/
mailto:jccashier@jccmi.edu
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Grading Scale 

The final grade is given for course work but is contingent upon satisfactory completion of the laboratory 
and/or clinical experience, when applicable. At times, content from previous courses will be tested in 
subsequent courses. When computing final grades, a percentage will be calculated. 

The total points of the Practicum Examinations are worth up to 78% of the overall course score added to 
the Digital Assignments score up to 22% for a total of 100% grade in the course. If the percentage score 
includes a decimal, 0.5 or more the grade will be rounded up to the next whole number (e.g., 83.5 = 84%). 
If a decimal grade of 0.4 or less is calculated the grade will be rounded down to the nearest whole number 
(e.g., 83.4 = 83%). 

 

The grading scale for the course is as follows: (Shaded areas indicate non-passing grades) 

 

GPA GRADE RANGE 

4.0 94-100% 

3.5 90-93% 

3.0 86-89% 

2.5 82-85% 

2.0 78-81% 

1.5 74-77% 

1.0 70-73% 

0.5 66-69% 

0.0 0-66% 

 

 

 

Jackson College Nursing Student Handbook – AAS-N 

All AAS-N students are responsible for accessing and reviewing all general policies and procedures listed 
in this section found in the current online edition of the Nursing Student Handbook at the beginning of each 
course. The following lists some of the essential course-related policies but is not exhaustive of ALL the 
information students are responsible for having read and have agreed to abide by according to the signed 
attestation form of the Nursing Handbook agreement on file: 

• Attendance Policy 

• Cell Phones 

• Testing – Course Exams 

• Testing Guidelines for Students 

• Online Testing Guidelines 

• Kaplan Scoring Guide 
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• Test Make-Up 

• Dosage Calculation Competency Policy 

• Academic Integrity and Honesty Policy 

• Civility 

• Uniform Policy 

• Simulation Expectations 

• Smoking 

• Mandatory Health Data/CPR Certification 

• Student Health Issues Impact on Course/Clinical Completion: 

• Student Health Issues/Latex Allergy 

• Exposure Incidence and Diseases 

• Accidents (Including Needle Sticks) 

 
Link to Handbook: Jackson College Nursing Student Handbook - AAS-N 

 

Student Responsibilities: Class Requirements 

Attendance 

Attendance in-person on campus for taking the Unit Examinations is required. Staying for the theory 
portion of the course is not required, but it is HIGHLY recommended. Earning weekly participation activity 
points occurs during group participation during live class time. Attending weekly participation time will be 
worth 2% of the student’s overall grade in the course. Lecture content will be delivered through the Top Hat 
study guide and recorded PowerPoint presentations accessed through YouTube. The taped presentations 
will be available on Monday of each lecture week. Students are responsible for accessing and watching the 
lectures. Students are responsible for all content delivered through the taped lectures and the Top Hat 
Pediatrics study guide. 

Attendance Policy 

In compliance with Federal Title IV funding requirements, as well as college initiatives, instructors will take 
attendance at each scheduled meeting time. Students will be automatically dropped if, within the first week 
of class, they do not attend class or do not engage in academic activity of an online class. If a student has 
not engaged in academic activity over a two-week timeframe, instructors will input a last date of attendance 
for that student, who will then be administratively withdrawn. 

Caveat 

Please note: The format and timing of this course may need to change due to unforeseen circumstances. 
In particular: school closings, instructor illness, weather, or other situations that may arise.                           
If you are taking an in -person class, you will be required to complete a Reintegration Video Training 
course in JetNet prior to being admitted to campus. All COVID safety protocols in place are based on 
current guidelines and will be enforced while students are on campus.  

https://www.jccmi.edu/wp-content/uploads/AAS-N-Nursing-Handbook.pdf
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Clinical Assignments 

All students must participate in clinical assignments, EHR clinical lab documentation requirements, and 
Digital Clinical Experience (DCE) graded assignments. Students who do not submit additional class 
assignments by due date and time will receive no credit. All assignments will be due by Friday 5:00 pm the 
week assigned to receive credit. Late submissions will receive no credit and may be subject to a written 
performance notice. 

Course Communications 

Course communications will occur through JetNet and the Jackson College email system. All students 
must utilize their JC email when sending email communications to faculty regarding the course and clinical. 
It is the student’s responsibility to check email frequently. Students are accountable for all communications 
made via email. 

Written Work (Electronic Health Record and DCE Documentation)  

An expectation of written work is neatness with proper grammar, spelling, punctuation, and sentence 
structure as appropriate for the type of assignment.  Students must show evidence of knowledge building 
reflective of the second level, third-semester critical thinking in Shadow Health and SimChart 
environments. Otherwise, submissions may be subject to having to re-do the assignment in addition to 
newly assigned course work and weekly course examinations. (See Class/Clinical Schedules) 

Reading Assignments 

TOP HAT: (Class Assignment)  

Students can visit the Top Hat Overview (https://success.tophat.com/s/article/Student-Top-Hat-Overview-
and-Getting-Started-Guide) within the Top Hat Success Center which outlines how you will register for a 
Top Hat account, as well as providing a brief overview to get you up and running on the system. 

An email invitation will be sent to you, but if don’t receive this email, you can register by simply visiting our 
course website: https://tophat.com/ 

Note: The Course Join Code: *Will be provided by your instructor prior to the class start date* 

Top Hat will require a paid subscription, and a full breakdown of all subscription options available can be 
found here: www.tophat.com/pricing. There will be 2 charges total (1 for electronic access/1 for the 
Pediatrics Study Guide)  

Should you require assistance with Top Hat at any time, since they require specific user information to 
troubleshoot these issues, please contact their Support Team directly by way of email 
(support@tophat.com), the in-app support button, or by calling 1-888-663-5491. 

Testing 

Tests will be administered in class using a laptop computer and Respondus Lockdown Browser. Students 
will perform testing from content objectives found in course learning guides and the page log planners. A 
student will be allowed to take a make-up test only one time without penalty. Cell phones and Apple 
watches may not be out during testing. If a student is found to have a cell phone out | or is accessing a 
smartwatch during testing, the student will receive a zero on the test in question. All examinations are live 
proctored in the classroom. 

 

https://tophat.com/
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Students will be testing utilizing the Respondus Lockdown Browser. Respondus is not compatible with 
Chromebook but is compatible with an iPad. All students will be required to follow Nursing Department 
Online Testing Guidelines posted within the AAS-N Nursing Handbook. Testing will occur at the designated 
time of the class. Testing will be at 8 am on each lecture theory day scheduled throughout the 5-week 
course with an additional testing day Wednesday, the last scheduled clinical day held promptly at 8:00 am 
the last week of class. The Kaplan Comprehensive Exam is held on the last day of class; times to be 
announced. 

Test Remediation 

Students will receive weekly group discussions in class related to testing results. Those who score ≤ 78% 
on an exam can make an appointment through Sign Up Genius during office hours with the faculty member 
to review test results and test-taking concepts. Still, to maintain test integrity, there will be no review of 
specific test questions. Students will have one week to review test concepts and test-taking skills. Suppose 
a student has a question or concern regarding the test or a specific question. In that case, they need to 
complete a Test Inquiry Form (see AAS-N Student Handbook) within one week of the test (or before 
administration of the next unit test). Students will not be allowed to complete a Test Inquiry Form or review 
test concepts after the review timeframe has expired.  

All students will take a Standardized Kaplan exam on the final day of this course. The grade will count 
towards the final course grade. The Kaplan Percentile Ranking will be used to convert the score towards 
points in the class. See the JC Kaplan Scoring Guide posted in the JetNet course and the AAS-N Student 
Handbook. 

Timed Testing 

Students will be given one minute and 30 seconds per questions when taking at test. This means that if the 
test is 50 questions, there will be 75 minutes to complete the test. If the student comes late when a test is 
being administered, the student will have the option of taking the test as defined below in Test Make-Up 
where it will be timed or taking it in the classroom with the reduced amount of time that is remaining when 
the student arrives. The reason for this limitation is to prepare the student for the timed NCLEX-RN 
examination. Students need to learn how to pace themselves as they take a test to ensure that they finish 
on time.  

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: 

Students with disabilities can submit an accommodation request to the Center for Student Success (CSS) 
to officially register the documented disability if needed. If the accommodation request is approved, the 
CSS will notify faculty indicating which accommodations are needed. Faculty will discuss the program 
health and safety accommodation policies of the course with the student. It is the student’s responsibility to 
self-disclose a disability. For further information about the CSS process see the following link: 
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/accommodations-for-students-with-disabilities/ 

Test Make-Up 

Test Make-Up: A student will be allowed to take a make-up test only 1 time without penalty. If the student 
is taking a second test outside of the scheduled testing timeframe, 5% will be subtracted from the test 
score.  If the student takes a 3rd test outside of class, 10% will be subtracted from the test as will any 
further outside of class tests. 

 

https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/accommodations-for-students-with-disabilities/
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Students are strongly encouraged to be present for all tests. Students must notify the instructor before the 
test is to be given unless there is an unforeseen event that they will be absent and acknowledge that they 
will make up the test. The student must make up the test before their next class period unless other 
arrangement is made.  

Grading Tests 

When grading tests, faculty reserves the right to not count questions that they deem are not of good 
quality.  In this situation, all answers will be accepted for the question(s) discarded.  No additional point will 
be given to the student who had the question “right” prior to it being discarded. Calculation and Select All 
That Apply (SATA) questions are not eligible to be discarded.  

SATA Questions 

The Moodle (JetNet) testing format awards partial credit for SATA questions. Partial credit will not be 
awarded for SATA questions. Students must select only the correct responses to earn credit on these 
questions. When a test is completed on JetNet, students need to be aware the posted score is considered 
a “raw” score. SATA questions will be hand-graded once the test is complete which may result in the test 
score going down. There will be SATA questions on every test. 

Student Responsibilities: Clinical Requirements 

ATTENDANCE is MANDATORY: 

Attendance in clinical is essential for the student to successfully meet the student learning outcomes. 
Copies of current health data and CPR certification must be readily available and on file with Castle Branch 
and the Nursing Coordinators office.  If a student is going to be absent, or late to clinical please be advised 
that he/she is required to contact the lead faculty, prior to the beginning of their scheduled clinical day.  

Jennifer Wheeler (Lead Faculty): wheelerjennifea@jccmi.edu 

➢ 517-262-4979 (Call/Text *INCLUDE* your name) *All absences must be reported first to Jen 
Wheeler each clinical day she will then notify the clinical faculty*  

If a student is absent from the clinical setting, he/she will be required to makeup that time as outlined in the 
attendance policy of the JC Nursing Department AAS-N Handbook (online) within the time frame 
negotiated with the instructor and director of the nursing department. Students will receive an (I) 
incomplete pending the successful completion of all clinical assignments and responsibilities, as well as 
the make-up clinical time, before a course grade will be submitted.  

 

Students will report any/all significant information specific to client interactions and/or observations of 
clients to assigned staff and the clinical instructor on an ongoing basis and prior to leaving the clinical unit 
for any reason (i.e.. breaks, conferences, end of day). An SBAR report to the primary nurse provider, 
teacher and/or paraprofessional is required. 

Student interactions with clients are to be conducted according to the standards of Family Centered Care 
practice. *NO child is to be assessed for ANY genitourinary condition requiring a genitalia assessment 
without an instructor, primary nurse or assigned teacher, paraprofessional and /or parent present. Failure 
to strictly abide by this safety condition will result in a clinical write up and or clinical failure resulting in a 
grade of 1.5 overall in the course depending on the nature of the event. 
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Students are to take an active role in seeking out learning experiences and actively participating in 
opportunities for learning, i.e., patient admission, assisting with feedings, physical assessments and 
observing diagnostic procedures).  Students will be responsible for being knowledgeable of medications 
dispensed (indication for, usual dosage, usual side effects, contraindications, use of e-MAR).  

At no time will a student be allowed to administer medications or carry out specialized procedures outside 
the presence of an instructor. *If asked to do something outside of approved intervention; DO NOT 
proceed with the intervention, notify your primary provider that a clinical instructor must always be present 
with any/all client procedures.  

 

Students are to dress in clean, neat and professional appearing scrubs while in the acute care clinical 
setting. Policies regarding approved uniform attire and earrings, nail polish are specified in the JC Nursing 
Department AAS-N Handbook. Community clinical sites require the designated uniform of a polo-style top 
with JC logo (JC Bookstore or Pro-Image) and black or Khaki pants (student choice) appropriate closed toe 
and or heel shoes.  

 

Breaks (15 minutes) are provided for students consistent with program guidelines when applicable 
depending on the clinical environment.  Each student is to assign his/her client (after a report of the client) 
to another student.  All breaks are to be staggered by the students so adequate coverage and safety of 
clients is always maintained. No student is to take breaks without properly notifying the clinical instructor.  

 

Students are expected to present nursing practice that is consistent with the policies and procedures set 
forth by the designated clinical agency and within the educational and professional parameters set forth by 
Jackson College's Associate Degree Nursing Program.  Student's practice is to be reflective of their 
application of critical thinking with a willingness to attempt nursing approaches based upon sound 
Maternal-Child Health Nursing principles. Clinical policies and procedures of the facility must be reviewed 
with the instructor prior to ALL skilled interventions performed on children. *SAFETY IS ALWAYS FIRST 
PRIORITY* 

The student will assume responsibility for his/her own learning by reading assigned materials prior to each 
clinical event.  This includes planned clinical research experiences.  It is expected that any problem 
interfering with student learning will be brought to the instructor's attention as soon as possible. Individual 
and group conferences will be arranged as needed. 

Due to patient confidentiality, all cell phones and electronic communication devices must set to silent (and, 
or) vibration only at all times during clinical (including breaks). If a student feels they must have 
communication during clinical times, he/she must discuss the situation with the clinical instructor prior to 
using the phone so arrangements can be made. Students who do not adhere to this will be subject to a 
performance notice. ABSOLUTELY NO USE of a personal cell phone is allowed while on the Pediatric 
Unit (5 East) of Henry Ford Allegiance Health. *Exceptions during community clinical events will be 
reviewed in class* 

CLINICAL SMOKING POLICY: Smoking is inconsistent with the health promotion role of nurses and 
second-hand smoke is a clinical risk to children with respiratory conditions. Please do not come to clinical 
with smoke on your clothing or scrubs. No smoking is allowed at any clinical site. IF students choose to 
smoke in their car prior to entering the clinical site and report for work smelling of smoke, or strong 
perfume cover up he/she may be asked to leave the clinical event and a written warning will be issued. 
Use of heavy deodorants and/or perfumes is discouraged in the acute care and specialized clinical 
environment(s) as it poses a health risk for respiratory compromised children 
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Clinical Sites and Simulation Experiences  

ATTENDANCE is MANDATORY: 

 
HENRY FORD ALLEGIANCE HEALTH HOSPITAL: (Acute Care- Hospital Scrubs required) 

The pediatric unit of a general hospital serves to offer the student clinical experience in the care of the 
acutely, or chronically ill child and family.  
 
Application of developmental frameworks to the assessment of the child and family is expected during 
implementation of patient care. Clinical nursing skills competencies, understanding and incorporation of 
nursing process theory is evaluated during this period.  
 

LYLE TORRANT CENTER COMMUNITY CLINICAL: (Community Event – Polo/Pants required) 
In cooperation with Jackson Intermediate School District (JCISD), students actively observe child health 
maintenance as provided by nurses, paraprofessionals, and educators in a community school setting. 
Each team member serves as a role model for nursing care in well child management of developmentally 
delayed, and or medically fragile students. This experience is coordinated through the Lyle Torrant and 
Jackson College Nursing Department. 
 
 
HEAD START COMMUNITY CLINICAL: (Community Event – Polo/Pants required) 
In cooperation with Jackson Community Action Agency Region II (JCAA), Head Start is a service-learning 
activity that provides mutual benefits for the community and the associate degree nursing student during 
their pediatric rotation. The students provide preventative assessments (vision, hearing, Hemoglobin, Lead 
and biometric health assessments) in a school clinic setting. This clinical experience provides students a 
unique opportunity to assess growth and development in its natural form in the primary preventative care 
setting. This experience is coordinated through the JCAA and Jackson College Nursing Department. 
 
 
TABLE-TOP SIMULATION EXPERIENCES: (Shadow Health Digital Clinical Experiences; Online Go 
to Meeting)  
Table-top simulations provide a low-stress atmosphere that is more conducive to group discussion and 
facilitates a better understanding of the development of critical thinking and reasoning. Working through 
table-top simulations in the clinical setting is designed to help nursing students develop Pediatric specialty 
nursing skills by reducing or eliminating uncertainty about specific health disparities before encountering 
them in the acute care setting. Early recognition and stabilization of a condition to prevent worsening of 
symptoms in this population of clients is our expected outcome.  Shadow Health simulation cases include 
Traumatic Brain Injury, Asthma Exacerbation, Type I Diabetes, and Long bone Fracture. See the clinical 
assignment requirements for more details.  

Shadow Health Digital Clinical Experience (DCE) Technology 

Welcome to our course in Shadow Health! Students will be interacting with Digital Standardized Patients to 
improve their communication, documentation, and clinical reasoning skills. There are a few things to 
complete on/before the first day to ensure everyone has the smoothest experience possible. Please follow 
the steps below. 
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What is the Shadow Health Digital Clinical Experience (DCE)?  

Shadow Health provides a clinical simulation designed to improve your health assessment skills in a safe 
learning environment. You will examine digital patients throughout the course that are accessible online 
24/7. Once you register, you will have lifetime access to the technology. 

Technical Requirements 

Review requirements: https://support.shadowhealth.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004558353-DCE-Minimum-
System-Specifications 

• Tablets and mobile devices are not currently supported.  

• Faculty recommended web browser is Google Chrome (*Required for speech to text feature) 

• Shadow Health recommends using Chrome and Firefox to access your work. However, there are 
many browsers that you can use to access your assignments in Shadow Health.  

For a complete list of supported browsers and system specifications, visit this link: 
https://support.shadowhealth.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004558353-DCE-Minimum-System-Specifications 

Unsupported Platforms 

The following devices and operating systems are not supported on the Shadow Health platform. 

• iOS devices (iPhones and iPads) 

• Android devices (phones and tablets) 

• Chromebooks 

• Linux/GNU based operating systems 

 

Registration and Purchase 

To register in Shadow Health, please visit and click “Register for a Student Account.” Then enter your 
Course ID from your instructor. 

 

Shadow Health Support 

• Contact Shadow Health with any questions or technical issues regarding Shadow Health before 
contacting your instructor.  

Support is available at: http://support.shadowhealth.com 

• Live Chat Hours: Mon-Fri 9a – 9p EST / Sat 12p – 9p EST 

• Call Toll Free: 800.860.3241 

 

 

https://support.shadowhealth.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004558353-DCE-Minimum-System-Specifications
https://support.shadowhealth.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004558353-DCE-Minimum-System-Specifications
https://support.shadowhealth.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004558353-DCE-Minimum-System-Specifications
https://youtu.be/IDIilTJrHKU
http://support.shadowhealth.com/
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Shadow Health Help Desk 

If you want more information on using Shadow Health, visit the yellow Help Desk link near your name at 
the top of the course. This will bring you to the learner Support Center, which is home to a wealth of 
articles and useful tips and tricks.  

However, do not ever feel the need to hunt down an answer to a pressing question. If you have any 
questions or encounter any technical issues, Shadow  Health has a dedicated team of helpful and 
knowledgeable support specialists who will patiently assist you.  

Please visit the Support page for contact information. You may also email the Support team directly at any 

time.  

Shadow Health DCE Assignments 

Traumatic Brain Injury: This assignment provides the opportunity to conduct a focused exam on a 
pediatric patient who has experienced a mild traumatic brain injury. You will perform a physical 
assessment, interview the patient and their guardian, and provide therapeutic communication. After the 
exam, you will complete post-assessment activities. This assignment should take 60 minutes to 
complete. 

 

Asthma Exacerbation: This assignment provides the opportunity to conduct a focused exam on a 
pediatric patient who is actively experiencing an asthma exacerbation. You will evaluate the patient during 
their exacerbation and determine any intervention actions that need to be taken. After the intervention, you 
will conduct an interview with the patient and their guardian and provide therapeutic communication. You 
will then complete post-exam activities. This assignment should take 50 minutes to complete. 

 

Type I Diabetes: This assignment provides the opportunity to conduct a focused exam on a pediatric 
patient who is newly diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes. You will interview the patient and their guardian and 
provide therapeutic communication. You will also assess the scope of diabetic teaching that the pediatric 
patient and their guardian require before they are discharged from the hospital, perform a diabetic teaching 
activity, and complete other post-exam activities. This assignment should take 50 minutes to complete. 

  

Long Bone Fracture: This assignment provides the opportunity to conduct a focused exam on a pediatric 
patient who has experienced a long bone fracture. You will perform a physical assessment, interview the 
patient and their guardian, and provide therapeutic communication. After the exam, you will complete post-
assessment activities. This assignment should take 50 minutes to complete. 

Shadow Health DCE Grading of Assignments 

Earning the Grade:  

• A score of 78% must be achieved to receive clinical credit for each assignment. Failure to earn at 
least a 78% on a DCE assignment will result in a Needs Improvement (NI) grade for the clinical 
day’s event. The DCE will need to be resubmitted as each assignment has a Flexible Turn -In 
option so that students may re-do an (NI) assignment and turn in the highest scoring attempt by 
the end of the clinical day at 11:55pm the DCE is assigned. 

http://support.shadowhealth.com/
mailto:support@shadowhealth.com
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• All assignments: Students MUST make every attempt to complete the assignment by 
discussion time for that clinical day. Students who are not ready to actively participate in the 
critical thinking group discussions associated with Table-Top Simulation activities may receive 
an Unsatisfactory (US) for the clinical day if they are unprepared for discussion during the group 
meeting. Non-participation in a group discussion will be evaluated by faculty as a clinical day’s 
work on the weekly CPG evaluation. *Parking on the meeting site and not participating will be 
monitored, all students will be required to have their camera on to receive clinical 
participation credit*  

• Any Shadow Health Assignment not completed by the end of the clinical day (11:55 pm) of the 
day assigned will be considered late and a failure on the part of the student to turn in clinical 
paperwork on time, unless instructed otherwise. Late paperwork of clinical assignments is subject 
to the student receiving a written performance notice.  

• Any student found to be manipulating the program by any means, to achieve points, without putting 
forth equitable and honest effort will receive a clinical grade of Unsatisfactory for the 
assignment(s) in question. There are no exceptions, as this behavior is considered a form of 
cheating. Please be advised this type of behavior can be easily verified by faculty working with the 
Shadow Health publishing company through collaboration with their technical support.  

• Any student found cheating on Shadow Health will be held accountable for such actions including but 
not limited to a written performance notice and possible dismissal from the course and/or program (See 
syllabus Academic Honesty Policy | Simulation policy in the JC AAS-N Student Handbook located on 
the JC Nursing Website) 

SimChart Electronic Health Record (EHR) Technology 

SIMCHART: (Clinical Assignment) 

Each student will be expected to do electronic Nursing Process Report(s) (e-NPR) on clients assigned in 
the acute care clinical setting), or as assigned by the instructor. All clinical paperwork in these areas are to 
be completed within the SimChart® EHR program. Process report charting in SimChart is due by 5:00 pm 
Friday the week of attending clinical at Henry Ford Allegiance Health. Late charting submission is subject 
to a written performance warning.  

Clinical written work is to be submitted per SimChart®. Please refer to program Quick Guides on 
submitting and reviewing Notes Documentation (See NRS 213 course home page on JetNet) 

Students should be familiar with the SimChart® Student Resources/Getting Started section including 
reviewing or re-watching the 24-minute video: > Watch: Student Orientation 

Other required resources provided in the Getting Started section include: 

• Quick Tips for Students.pdf 

• Finding Your Saved Work.pdf 

• Accessing Grades and Instructor Feedback.pdf 

*These resources may be accessed on the NRS 213 JetNet course homepage & Elsevier SimChart 
program online and then saved to your desktop or printed for reference according to your learning 
preference.  
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Components of the E-NPR: 

Child Assessment Diagnostic Information: 

Social Determinants of Health [Economic, Environmental, and Psychosocial / Developmental Screen(s)] 

Health History, Home Medications, Allergies, Nutritional, Psychosocial and Developmental 
Screening 

Subjective/Objective Data 

Symptom Analysis Using COLDSPA criteria 

Vital Signs 

Complete Head to Toe Assessment (*As in Health Assessment course documentation) 

Pathophysiology of Disease Process 

Special Charts [Click the arrow to access the following] 

• Miscellaneous Nurses Notes (enter Pathophysiology here) free text (*spelling counts!) 

• SBAR report for your shift 

Priority Needs (Nursing Diagnosis) 

Care Plan related to client priority diagnosis during your shift 

Educational Demands 

Patient Teaching done during your clinical encounter 

*Medications/Lab Values will be done as a written handout the day of clinical and reviewed 

 

Elsevier SimChart® 24/7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
https://service.elsevier.com/app/overview/evolve/ 

Childhood Health Group Advocacy Video Presentation 

In this presentation, student groups will learn to recognize families' cultural perspectives and points of view 
in our local and surrounding Jackson County communities by researching regional demographics and 
community resources. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) finds the most frequently assessed social 
determinant in child health research is socioeconomic status (SES), most notably, income. Most studies 
have shown that children in low-income households are more likely to experience adverse health 
outcomes. Three areas of primary concern are nutrition and obesity prevention, oral health, and car seat 
safety. 

 

In this assignment, your clinical team will recognize and identify concepts about culture and diversity that 
directly impact children's health-related outcomes affecting their nutrition, oral health, and safety. Groups 
should review MyPlate.com, National Institute of Health, Center for Disease Control, and others with suffix 
.org, .gov, or .edu to find reliable research to support their PICO formatted presentations. This assignment 
aims to develop a plan to address barriers to achieving healthy lifestyles for children in diverse 
socioeconomic groups to which families belong. Students' group presentations will address the incidence 
of obesity, oral health, and car seat safety compliance among diverse family groups.  Each presentation's 
goals will recognize and value various individuals' perspectives from groups other than their own to 
develop a realistic, cost-effective plan for families at the community level in our hometown. 

https://service.elsevier.com/app/overview/evolve/
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Clinical Make Up Policy 

If the clinical absence equals or exceeds (1) one hour (60 minutes), the student will be required to 
make-up all time missed. Missing clinical time can lead to failure in a nursing course. If a student 
misses (1) one hour or more of clinical the student must notify the course lead faculty to arrange a 
make-up assignment. Students will receive an (I) incomplete pending the successful completion of 
all clinical assignments and responsibilities, as well as the make-up clinical time before a course 
grade will be submitted. Students who have less than one hour of missed clinical time will be 
assigned learning experiences as outlined below, within the time frame designated by the 
instructor. 

Student Health Issues Impact on Course/Clinical Completion: 

Students who have health conditions as listed above and/or who have an infectious process or injury which 
includes unvaccinated exposure to and/or development of COVID-19 and must undergo mandatory 
quarantine will need to notify lead faculty and report their status to Jackson College immediately.  

In courses that have scheduled live and/or synchronous clinical/lab experiences, who miss ≥ 50% of the 
required clinical time and are in good standing (course grade ≥78%) may be eligible for an incomplete 
grade as the live clinical component cannot be substituted with alternative assignments to exceed 50%. 

An incomplete grade will allow students to complete the remaining course requirements after the semester 
or session has ended. Students with an incomplete grade will be unable to progress through the program 
until all remaining components are satisfactorily completed. The remaining work may not be available for 
completion until the course is offered at a future date. 

In courses that have scheduled live and/or synchronous clinical/lab experiences, students who miss ≥ 50% 
of the required clinical time and are in poor standing (course grade ≤ 77% or lower) will be dismissed with 
a grade of 1.5 in the course as the live clinical component cannot be substituted with alternative 
assignments to exceed 50%. Students can petition for re-admission according to the department policy. 
This occurrence will be counted as a one-course failure in the program. 

 

Instructional Methods 

 

Theory  Clinical  

• Collaborative/group work 

• Recorded Lectures on YouTube 

• PowerPoint (Top Hat, YouTube) 

• Discussion 

• Demonstrations 

• Handouts 

• Demonstration 

• Client Care 

• Observation 

• Critical Thinking Exercises | Clinical Form 

• Electronic Health Record Simulation 

• Digital Clinical Experiences (DCE) 
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Theory  Clinical  

• Assigned and optional readings 

• Digital simulations 

• Web-Based EBP Research 

• Peer Group Research | Video Presentations 

• Community Experiences 

• Group Conferences 

 

Available Learning Services 

Students with disabilities who believe that they may need accommodations in this class are encouraged to 
contact the Office of Learning Support Services as soon as possible to ensure that such accommodations 
are implemented in a timely fashion. 

Tutors are sometimes available through Center for Student Success in Bert Walker Hall. The Center for 
Student Success can help students with academic and personal problems. If you feel the need to talk with 
the faculty, office hours are available by appointment and arranged through email on Microsoft Outlook or 
through the JetNet course home page. Keeping communication open assists both student and faculty.  

Accessibility 

Jackson College understands that cultivating a broadly diverse community is crucial to our educational 
mission and to our foundational commitment to leadership and service. Jackson College is fully committed 
to ensuring our courses are accessible to everyone including those with disabilities. We are currently 
working to increase accessibility and usability of our course materials in order to meet or exceed the 
requirements of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 
and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0. For more information about Jackson College’s 
efforts to ensure accessibility please visit the Jackson College accessibility web page. 
 
If you have an accessibility need in any of our classes please e-mail the Center for Student Success at 
JCCSS@jccmi.edu or visit the Center for Student Success web page. 

At the Center for Student Success (CSS), we are committed to providing all students the opportunity to 
achieve academic success by providing a variety of support services free of charge to Jackson College 
students. This includes, but is not limited to, peer and faculty tutoring, mental health referral, temporary 
assistance with transportation, various workshops/seminars, and the TRIO program. 

In addition, the CSS staff is committed to adapting the College’s general services to meet the individual 
needs of otherwise qualified students with disabilities, for the purpose of providing equal access to all 
programs and facilities. 

Technical Assistance 

For technical assistance, please contact the Jackson College Solution Center. All technical work requests 
are initiated through the following venues:  

• E-mail: jcsolutioncenter@jccmi.edu  

• Phone: 517.796.8639  

• Walk-in: Atkinson Hall, Room 203  

https://www.jccmi.edu/accessibility
https://www.jccmi.edu/center-for-student-success/css-contact/
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Nursing Progression Policy 

See the Nursing Handbook for progression policies.  The student must earn a 2.0 grade in Theory and a 
satisfactory in Clinical to pass the course.  Students who withdraw or fail this course cannot progress into 
NRS 240 Nursing Capstone.  Consult the handbook for current Progression/Readmission policy.  

Point Summary 

Testing Component: 88% of grade 

78% average is required on all examination (including Kaplan) components before the remaining 12% of 
course points will be applied to the overall grace in this course. 

Testing Component  Earned 

Points 

Total 

Points 

Possible 

Total Percentage 

Earned 

UNIT I (Online Open Resource, JetNet)  

Nurse Role in Pediatric Healthcare | Health 

Promotion Through Developmental Stages 

 50  

UNIT II (Respondus, Live Proctored)  

Pediatric Care Settings/Assessment & General 

Considerations 

 50  

UNIT III (Respondus, Live Proctored) 

Cardiopulmonary, Hematologic, Gu Systems 

Assessment & Alterations 

 50  

UNIT IV (Respondus, Live Proctored) 

Fluid & Electrolyte | Infectious Disease, 
Immunologic, Musculoskeletal, 
Gastrointestinal and Endocrine Disorders 

 50  

Kaplan Integrated Pediatric A Exam  

Comprehensive Final Exam 

Kaplan Comprehensive Final Standardized 

exam is worth 3% of exam total. 

 75 *Use Kaplan Scoring 
Guide posted on 
JetNet to determine 
Grade Scale Points 
from Kaplan 
Percentile Ranking* 

88% overall average of all exams together 

must be achieved before the remaining 12% 

of activities will be counted toward overall 

grade.  

 275 Multiply total points 

by 0.88 for 88% total. 
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Body Systems Practicum Examinations: 12% of grade 

• Top Hat Pediatrics Unit/Chapter participation must be completed prior to the administration of each 
week’s exam. All information is open for review after the participation due date. 
  

• Each student must score an overall 78% participation score in Top Hat by the course deadline to 
receive earned credit for this activity. 

➢ 100% participation = 100 points = full 10%, 78% participation = 78 points = 7.8% and so 
on…Failure to complete = up to a 10% deduction in the overall course grade.   

• Failure to achieve at least a 78% participation within the Pediatrics electronic study guide, will result 
in zero points earned and loss of 10% of your overall grade in the course 

 

Other Course Activities  Possible 

Points 

Earned 

Points 

Total Points Possible Total Percentage 

Earned 

Top Hat Study Guide Participation 100  100  

   100 Multiply total 

earned points by 

0.10 for 10% total. 

Weekly In-Class Participation Pts. 5  5  

Group PP | Video Presentation 20  20  

   25 Multiply total 

points earned by 

0.02 for 2% total. 

Course Total Amount of Points 

Possible 

  400 Add all % point 

totals together to 

equal overall 

grade. 

Add course Digital Assignments, and System Practicum percentages together for total grade.  

Total:  /Possible 400 
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COURSE RESOURCE & TECHNOLOGY USE ATTESTATION FORM 

NRS 119 Health Assessment  

 

 

 

Name (Please Print): _______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

 

Please Review the Following and Enter Your Name on the Attestation Form: 

• I have read the complete syllabus, weekly schedule and reviewed all resource materials for NRS 213 
and verify that I was present during orientation when my instructor provided detailed instruction 
related to the documents and their use as a guiding reference for this course.  

• I have successfully signed in the JetNet NRS 213 course home page and understand how to 
navigate through electronic resources provided as they relate to due dates of all course assignments. 

• I have registered with the Top Hat, SimChart EHR, and Shadow Health DCE programs. I understand 
how to access online technical support through the companies first with any/every program access, 
and/or functionality issue(s). 

• I have reviewed the NRS 213 assignments and course requirements and understand that referencing 
JetNet combined with frequently accessing course resources for studying will give me the best 
chance for a positive outcome in this course.  

• I have reviewed the JC Nursing AAS-N Student Handbook Simulation & Social Media Policy as it 
relates to this course. I will always adhere to the guidelines for Responsible Use of Technology at 
Jackson College while I am a student in the nursing program. I understand if I violate these 
policies, I may be dismissed from the course/and or/ nursing program. 

• I understand I am required to maintain current documentation of CPR/TB/Immunizations prior to 
clinical in CastleBranch in collaboration with the nursing office to avoid a 3% reduction in the total 
grade for every course enrolled, including NRS 213. It is the student’s responsibility to maintain these 
records without reminders from faculty. 

• All my questions related to course resources have been answered at this time. 

 

I understand the information contained within the resources checked and will adhere to any additional 
course, JC Nursing Department and, or College policies not mentioned in this document that may apply to 
my status as a student in NRS 213. 

 

 

Signature: ______________________________ Date: _____________________ 

[Please electronically sign and submit to your instructor by the first week of theory lecture class.] 

 

Reviewed/Revised; J. Wheeler: 8/2021 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=aDDnqPdAVk-zUQ8x22fThasYaPWnc59CpzCGfjRM8rRUOFA1T0tBU0tSWkhaVUdaTUs5MVY2MTdUQS4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=aDDnqPdAVk-zUQ8x22fThasYaPWnc59CpzCGfjRM8rRUOFA1T0tBU0tSWkhaVUdaTUs5MVY2MTdUQS4u

